d-Copia

3524MF, 3524MFplus, 4023MF
4024MF, 4024MFplus
A HIGH PERFORMANCE PROFESSIONAL
FOR THE SMALL OFFICE
The new multifunction
monochrome A4 systems are
designed with the needs of small
work groups in mind. Five models
are available tailored to the di erent
categories of user:
d-Copia 3524MF, reliable with print,
copy, scan and fax functions, speeds
up to 35 ppm and resolution of 1200
dpi. Compact and silent, perfect also
for desk use.
d-Copia 3524MFplus, impressive
with integrated Wi-Fi® and 4.3”
colour touchscreen.
d-Copia 4023MF (without fax) and
d-Copia 4024MF, ideal for heavier
duty cycles: print speeds up to 40
ppm, faster warm-up and time to
first copy, dual scanner and toner
capacity up to 7200 pages.
d-Copia 4024MFplus, is the smart
MFP which integrates Wi-Fi® and
the JaWS platform: thanks to that,
complex demands and professional
workflows will be satisfied.

d-Copia

3524MF, 3524MFplus, 4023MF, 4024MF, 4024MFplus

Dual scan feeder

Two optional trays

EFFICIENCY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

All models are equipped with a powerful 800 MHz
controller able to handle dierent jobs concurrently
without penalizing the speed.
Scanned files can be stored on USB memory devices
or sent to email contacts (scan to e-mail), server
folders (scan to FTP) or shared folders on PCs (scan
to SMB) so as to respond to company demands for
faster processes and reducing unnecessary printing.
The number of formats supported is countless. Large
quantities of data can be transferred thanks to the
high-level data compression function, while PDF
encryption assures confidentiality.

PRODUCTIVITY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT

The touchscreen* operator panel provides intuitive,
direct access to functions, while the JaWS** software
development platform ( memory expansion and
SD card are required) allows document flows to be
customised, improving productivity and efficiency in
the modern office.
Reduced energy consumption, particularly in sleep
mode, long-life components, eco-compatible parts,
reduced packaging, pre-installed toner and the use of
recycled materials all contribute towards making these
systems real friends of the environment.

* d-Copia 3524MFplus and 4024MFplus only
** d-Copia 4024MFplus only

SPEED AND QUALITY

The high-resolution of 1200 x 1200 dpi produces
images and graphics that are sharp and precise, most
advantageous when printing drawings and sketches in
small scale.
The dual-scan automatic feeder, single pass, avoids
sheet turnover and so reduces the risk of damage.
Fewer mechanical movements also mean less
mechanical wear over time, allowing also greater
flexibility in the types of paper that can be used.

Wi-Fi® AND MOBILE PRINTING

d-Copia 3524MFplus and 4024MFplus are integrated
with Wi-Fi® allowing connection to wireless devices via
access point , and with Wi-Fi Direct® allowing direct
connection with up to three devices simultaneously.
For all models, direct (wireless) printing is possible from
a mobile device, when both are connected to the local
Wi-Fi® network, and directly (when supported by Wi-Fi
Direct®) from the Olivetti Mobile Print app, compatible
with Android and iOS; for iOS devices also using the
AirPrint® protocol

4.3” colour touchscreen for “plus” models

Intuitive, easy-to-use LCD operator panel

Wi-Fi ®,
®

Wi-Fi® and Wi-Fi Direct®

Wi-Fi ®, Wi-Fi Direct ®
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